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chAPTER TWO

ThE POLITIcS OF GUILT

We talk of the heathen, the savage, and the cruel, and 
the wily tribes, that fill the rest of the earth; but how 
is it that these tribes know us? chiefly by the very fea-
tures that we attribute exclusively to them ... the Euro-
pean nations, while professing christianity, have made 
it odious to the heathen ... On them lies the guilt, the 
stupendous guilt of having checked the gospel in its 
career ... 

The barbarities and desperate outrages of the so-called 
christian race, throughout every region of the world, 
and upon every people that they have been able to 
subdue, are not to be paralleled by those of any other 
race, however fierce, however untaught, and however 
reckless of mercy and of shame, in any age of the  
earth.

William howitt, Colonization and Christianity.  
A Popular History of the Treatment off the Natives by 

the Europeans in all their Colonies (London:  
Longman, 1838), p. 7-91

Below, examples are discussed of many warnings about opium at the very 
beginning of awareness about it in the West. To start with a few 19th-
century opinions are given. The question is never explained why even in 
the English Parliament (April 1840; two years “after howitt”) a Tory poli-
tician as famous as Gladstone declared: 

I do not know how it can be urged as a crime against the chinese that they 
refused provisions to those who refused obedience to their laws whilst 
residing within their territory ... A war more unjust in its origin, a war more 
calculated in its progress to cover this country with disgrace, I do not know 
and I have not read of. The right honorable gentleman opposite spoke of 

1 The last part of this quotation is also used by K. Marx, vol. 1, p. 779. The well-known 
William howitt (1792-1879) was a Quaker, poet and author of about fifty books. he married 
Mary Botham, Quaker, poet and author as well. Marx called him ‘a specialist in christian-
ity’.
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the British flag waving in glory at canton. That flag is hoisted to protect an 
infamous contraband traffic ... we should recoil from its sight with horror.2

Gladstone’s biographer, Lord Morley, much later summed up his under-
standing of the case in the following words:

The chinese question was of the simplest. British subjects insisted on smug-
gling opium into china in the teeth of chinese law. The British agent on 
the spot began a war against china for protecting herself against these mal-
practices. There was no pretence that china was in the wrong, for, in part, 
the British Government had sent out orders that the opium smugglers 
should not be shielded; but the orders arrived too late, and, war having 
begun, Great Britain felt compelled to see it through ...3

That the British government was willing to accept chinese complaints 
seems to be palliative. If true, than the government would not have pun-
ished china to pay all costs, to cede many coastal settlements and above 
all, to accept legal, massive opium imports. 

Anyway, Gladstone was preceded by, for instance, the rather paternal-
istic doctrine of Edmund Burke (around 1795) that colonial government 
was a trust for the benefit of the subjected people, and that therefore the 
opium trade should be condemned: this trade is nothing more than a 
‘smuggling adventure … the great Disgrace of the British character in 
India’.4 It was soo followed by an early representative of the Protestant 
church of England, the educator Thomas Arnold of Rugby School, later a 
historian at Oxford. he mentioned (ca. 1846) that forcing opium on china 
was ‘a national sin of the greatest possible magnitude.’ It took much more 
than fifty years before the first sign of an abolition campaign was heralded 
and this ‘smuggling adventure’ of the British could be ended. One reason 
for this can be found in the Gladstone debate as well. 

The right honorable gentleman attacked by Gladstone was the famous 
historian Thomas Babington Macaulay. he was a Whig member of the 
cabinet defending the imperialistic attack on china with fierce national-

2 Quoted by F. Wakeman in J. Fairbank (ed.), 1978, p. 195. In J. Roberts, p. 252 and W. 
Willoughby, vol. II, p. 1090, 1091 there are a quite different readings and quotations of the 
same part of Gladstone’s speech. I combined what all three left aside, hoping they did not 
err.

3 Quoted in W. Willoughby, id., p. 1091.
4 P. Brendon, p. xviii and 103. Burke certainly knew that at the time the EIc officially 

prohibited the opium trade, but nevertheless stimulated or did not object to smuggling. 
The EIc and/or its officials traded Bengal opium through calcutta. Burke, however, was 
apparently not mislead.
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ist rhetoric. Macaulay: those who are forbidden by the chinese govern-
ment to trade in opium

belonged to a country unaccustomed to defeat, to submission or to shame; 
to a country ... which had not degenerated since the great Protector vowed 
that he would make the name of Englishman as much respected as ever 
had been the name of Roman citizen. They knew that, surrounded as they 
were by enemies, and separated by great oceans and continents from all 
help, not a hair of their heads would be harmed with impunity.5

The government pretended not to attack china in support of opium traf-
fic, but for ‘the security of future trade and the safety of English citizens’. 
Of course, the safety of the English citizens would never have been in dan-
ger if the war against china had been stopped. And the profitable and 
future trade was, in particular, opium, while the successful lobby for the 
first war came from the largest opium trader, William Jardine and his 
money!

This way of dealing with the East was only the beginning: a Second 
Opium War (1856-1860) was also provoked by the British, and it was much 
more devastating (the destruction of the Summer Palace in Beijing led to 
an international outcry; etc.).6 The historical website The Victorian Web 
writes today without any hesitation: 

The Anglo-chinese Opium Wars were the direct result of china’s isolation-
ist and exclusionary trade policy with the West. confucian china’s attempts 
to exclude pernicious foreign ideas resulted in highly restricted trade.7

And in the Wikipedia one can still read the opinion, in all respects nonsen-
sical:

The Macartney Embassy is historically significant because it marked a 
missed opportunity by the chinese to move toward greater trade with the 
Western world, and thus, toward industrialization. This failure to industri-
alize early would continue to plague the Qing dynasty as it encountered 

5 Quoted by F. Wakeman, idem.
6 P. Brendon, p. 106 etc. his description of the English barbarian behavior and its inter-

national reaction is clear, but it is typical for the legitimating (and also here illogical) char-
acter of even this book, that he immediately adds a note (p. 108) in which he tries to 
convince the reader of the miracle that English military could destroy something while it 
remained intact and that, in fact, the chinese themselves destroyed the palace! 

7 P. V. Allingham on “The Victorian Web” under ‘England and china: The Opium Wars, 
1839-60.’ The DTV-Atlas Weltgeschichte (1997), p. 369 makes history very simple: after “Opi-
umkrieg” only come the words ‘beweist die Überlegenheit europ. Waffen’ (‘proves the 
superiority of European arms’)! 
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increasing foreign resistance and internal unrest during the nineteenth-
century.8

So, even in 2009/10 the reasoning is deemed relevant: it is chinese’s own 
guilt that the first “regular” relations between the West and the most 
important country/ government of the East concerned drugs and two 
narco-wars. This implied: if the chinese had accepted opium from us, 
they would not have been killed. Or: if they had accepted being doped, we 
would not have started a war. In our present public morality this suggests 
that the underworld has become the upper-world. 

It seems as if there is not much difference between blaming the victims 
in the time of George Macartney (“the man of 1793”) or John Adams and 
today, between an earlier and present attitude to punish the arrogance of 
those who resist Western repression. Macartney’s adventure during his 
kotow (the act of deep respect shown by kneeling and bowing) to the 
chinese emperor led a former president of the United States, John Quincy 
Adams, to tell an audience in 1841 about the first Opium War:

The cause of war is the kotow!—the arrogance and insupportable preten-
sions of china, that she will hold commercial intercourse with the rest of 
mankind, not upon terms of equal reciprocity, but upon the insulting and 
degrading forms of relation between lord and vassal.9

This is one hundred percent demagogy and repeated time and again as 
the ultimate struggle between the despotic Orient and the “rights” of the 
democratic West to achieve the Western perception of equality, diplo-
macy and commerce!10 It was trumpeted around without any form of res-

8 Wikipedia and New World Encyclopedia under ‘Macartney Embassy’. See for this 
episode part 2-2. 

9 Quoted in J. Roberts, p. 253. Of course here Adams pointed to the kotow of George 
Macartney. See also h. Morse, p. 199, 200 who still defends Adams statement, while using 
the generalizations “destruction of foreign property” and “the need for better protection” 
instead of writing about the 1.2 million kilo of opium (!) confiscated by the chinese author-
ities and destroyed, which triggered the war.

10 See h. Morse, p. 200. Morse (1855-1934) was at the time an important British bureau-
crat in china (collaborated with Robert hart, was commissioner of customs and Statisti-
cal Secretary, Inspector General of customs, etc.) and historian, who wrote among others 
the five-volume Chronicles of the East India Company, 1635-1834. Morse quotes here another 
important person, the Protestant missionary Fr. hawks Pott (1864-1947), top church 
bureaucrat of the Episcopal church in china and twice decorated by the chinese govern-
ment. It is remarkable that Lodwick nowhere mentions this hawks Pott, although a repre-
sentative of his church, Reverend Yen, was ‘one of the most prominent of the anti-opium 
crusaders’ (Idem, p. 52 ff.) simply because he was one of the very few chinese clergymen. 
Recently (2004), harry Gelber defended the same position as Adams, which he also 
repeated in h. Gelber, p. 188.
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ervation as hosea Morse was still doing in 1922 when “evaluating” the 
first Opium War:

As has been the rule from the outset, England bore the brunt of the battle 
in securing the rights of the West, and the privileges secured to her as the 
result of the war, became the heritage of all the Western Powers coming 
later into the field.’ And the racist element is seldom far away ‘where a bold 
aggressive race comes, especially in matters of trade, in contact with a 
weaker race ...’11

Of course, the British had no rights at all, only better guns. All this does 
not take into account that the British at that time had, in the propaganda, 
the same aspirations as the chinese (to convert the ‘rest of the world’ into 
their civilization), with the large difference that the British shot their 
christian way through the world with their superior arms technology and 
the chinese emperors claimed to impress only chinese, which largely 
failed. (Ever seen confucians trying to convert Western christians?).

This reasoning and pretext, furthermore, do not belong to the American 
bourgeois world of John Adams, which had successfully revolted against 
the colonial British just half a century before, but to a classical European, 
very old-fashioned political thought in which monarchs determine the 
course of history and all the rest of society and culture does not matter at 
all. Our way of writing foreign history like the chinese one is still largely 
written in this monarchical “Peking Way”, as if the duck of the same name 
is the only food one can swallow in the chinese kitchen.

And what was the meaning of ‘commercial intercourse … upon terms 
of equal reciprocity’? This “trade” was only to the benefit of the British 
state and the merchants, who were looking for state protection of their 
opium trade. The most famous among the latter was William Jardine, the 
wealthiest opium dealer in canton; like all other Westerners he was run-
ning a monopoly trade, which was not “free” at all. This kind of armed 
trade was a classical measure in an oikoidal (colonial) state economic pol-
icy which wanted to be compensated for its “loss”. Therefore, Adams was 
not referring to strict (capitalist) commercial trade: chinese tea, etc. for 
money; tea which was made a hype by capitalist enterprise, so that they 
already got huge profits for their small investments. The same was the 
case with porcelain and silk in the framework of the 19th-century china 
and chinaware fashion. 

11 h. Morse, p. 200. A few years later another authority, the American professor and 
diplomat Westel Willoughby, provided a strong criticism of the earlier behavior of the 
British Government.
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In addition, the chinese could not use Western products; silver money 
was enough in exchange for their tea and porcelain. The highest British 
colonial administrators knew this perfectly well, like the trade commis-
sioner for china, Robert hart:

[The] chinese have the best food in the world, rice; the best drink, tea; and 
the best clothing, cotton, silk, fur. Possessing these staples and their innu-
merable native adjuncts, they do not need to buy a penny’s worth else-
where.12

No, here the British state wanted to be compensated in the trade balance 
which was “negative” vis-à-vis china and the British state, including its 
enterprise in India (British East India company, EIc), used opium as this 
compensation by use of arms. What a good definition of “Free Trade”! 
“Reciprocity” could only concern the way the chinese defended them-
selves against this brute intruder. All these were the classical and main 
elements of an oikoidal political economy, which will be discussed at the 
end.

however, the main mistake in several quotations above is that at least 
implicitly—and for the laymen directly—the impression is given that the 
chinese were the bad guys: a pagan foreign emperor who pretends to be 
our ruler and “yellow” chinese refusing not only “honest trade”, but also 
spreading opium in the world; an assault on the innocent citizens of the 
West, which had to be punished as severely as possible! 

Of course, politicians or their historians did not communicate to the 
public, that a war on drugs was necessary to increase the profits of Western 
governments and their traders; instead, it was meant to restore the 
christian morality not to be dependent on hallucinating stuff. And indeed, 
the hypocrisy of the colonial powers was so structured that they forbade 
opium use for their white citizens but not for the indigenous populations 
on largely racist grounds: from the chinese one could accept the tea, but 
nothing else, that drink was hallucinating enough.13 

Therefore, the legitimation of these wars had to involve the creation of 
a so-called foreign enemy, a classical trick. The three most important 
Western imperialist powers in Asia until ca. 1900 were the Dutch, British 
and French. They organized the production and trade of opium on the 

12 Quoted in W. Bernstein, p. 287. For Robert hart, see ch. 32.
13 In 19th-century canton, the main opium port after the Lintin Island period, opium 

was always called “tea”. h.Morse, p. 360. That is not far from another colonial use, at least 
during my stay in Kenya in the 1980s where “drinking tea” (tchai) was synonymous with 
doing corrupt business.
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largest possible scale and with tremendous profits with all the conse-
quences not only for the indigenous peoples and societies but for the own 
societies as well. Before that date many individual American skipper/
smugglers were heavily involved in the whole region and after that date 
the USA started its colonial efforts in Asia. This truth had to be silenced as 
much as possible and could be easily given a theological turn in the direc-
tion of an original sin. 
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